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totesport Follow Us On Twitter Conditional Jockeys' Handicap Hurdle (Class 4)

(4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 31216-6 BUCKLED 12 CD 
b g Midnight Legend - Mulberry Wine

8 12 - 0 Robert Hogg (5)
A M Thomson

122

Jockey Colours: Orange, black cross belts, black cap
Timeform says: Dual winner through the winter, but hard to make a solid case for from
current mark on the back of a poor run over fences, particularly with his stable struggling for
form  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 04443-2 TRADITIONAL DANCER (IRE) 10
CD 
b g Danehill Dancer - Cote Quest

6 11 - 12b Ross Chapman (3)
I Jardine

120

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow stripe, check cap
Timeform says: C&D winner. Travelled smoothly when good second of 9 in handicap hurdle
(7/1) at Ayr (24.3f, good) 10 days ago. Clearly well treated from the same mark, but he's not
the easiest to win with.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

3 421/533- LOVELY SCHTUFF (IRE) 22 
b g Court Cave - The Long Bill

6 11 - 6 Ryan Day
Mrs Jacqueline
Stephen

114

Jockey Colours: Dark blue & light green (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, light green
star
Timeform says: £38,000 purchase after winning Irish maiden point. Made promising start
under Rules and, while failed to build on promising handicap, but remains with some scope
going handicapping.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

4 000P0/3
-

ELMONO (FR) 22 
ch g Epalo - Monareva

7 11 - 1 Blair Campbell (3)
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

109

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, emerald green spots and sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler at best in France and showed some ability remains on
first outing for this trainer over 2m here recently. Upped in trip and could build on that return.

 (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

5 538377- DESERT ISLAND DUSK 190 
b g Superior Premium - Desert Island Disc

7 11 - 1t Dale Irving (3)
M A Barnes

109

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow diamond on body and cap, yellow sleeves, dark green armlets
Timeform says: Below best when last seen and all wins have come at Hexham but, given
his yard's excellent recent form, can't be totally dismissed back from 6 months off.
(Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

6 470P4-0 GREEN ZONE (IRE) 12 CD 
b g Bushranger - Incense

7 10 - 13 Callum Bewley
Miss L Harrison

107

Jockey Colours: Red, light blue star and sleeves
Timeform says: Did well last summer, winning 3 times at this track (twice) and Uttoxeter.
Had a quiet winter, but slipped back down weights as a result and should be better for a
recent spin at Hexham.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

7 14/45P2
-

CRAIGANBOY (IRE) 21 
b g Zagreb - Barnish River

9 10 - 12ht Grant Cockburn (3)
N W Alexander

106
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Jockey Colours: White, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white stars, red cap
Timeform says: Won off this mark over fences at Ayr last year and came clear with a
progressive sort over C&D recently, so obvious claims if turning up in the same form.
(Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

8 5P4485- GLINGERSIDE (IRE) 20 
b g Milan - Kettle 'n Cran

7 10 - 5p1 S Mulqueen
R Michael Smith

99

Jockey Colours: Mauve, white chevron, orange sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Not disgraced when fourth in handicap hurdles around the turn of the year
but last couple of efforts have been rather laboured, hence the cheekpieces presumably.

 (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ELMONO is thrown in on his old French form so, having taken a step back in
the right direction on debut for his new yard, he's worth chancing to build on that to get the better of an
in-form pair in Traditional Dancer and Craiganboy, both of whom look fairly treated but aren't ones to
rely upon.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ELMONO (4) 
2: TRADITIONAL DANCER (2) 
3: CRAIGANBOY (7)


